Instruction for reviewing of manuscripts
submitted to the “Plant Protection News” journal
Dear reviewer,
We are kindly asking of you to evaluate the manuscript by using a series of criteria found
in the table (alongside with notes, where appropriate), making a conclusion and providing a
commentary. In the table one answer should be left, either “YES” or “NO” (delete the opposite).
Your recommendation should be one of the variants available (delete the others):
Accept «as is» with further technical correction done by the editors.
Accept with minor revisions according to the reviewer’s comments (further reviewing not
necessary, consistency of author’s corrections can be checked by the editors).
Major revision according to the reviewer’s comments (further reviewing is necessary)
Reject (substantiation is necessary)

If you decide that the manuscript needs major revision or deserves rejection, the editorial
office is asking to provide clear and detailed comments for improvement/substantiation for
rejection. When further reviewing is necessary, the manuscript will be forwarded to you after
corrections made by authors alongside with a cover letter indicating all corrections done (answers
to comments) as suggested by all the reviewers.

At the bottom of review form, please state the date, your name, scientific degrees, position
and affiliation. You are free to provide your confidential commentary to the Editor as well. This
information will not be disclosed to the authors as we support “double blind” review process.

Thanks for your kind cooperation,
Editorial office of the «Plant Protection News» journal.
vestnik@vizr.spb.ru, ytokarev@vizr.spb.ru
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